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DOES QUANTITY-CONSTRAINED BEHAVIOR MAKE 
   THE CONJECTURE FUNCTION KINKED?*

Takanobu IKEDA

Abstract: This paper studies a trader's conjecture-making behavior concerning 
the quantities and the prices of his net-trade. In the literature of monopolistic 
competition and quantity-constrained equilibria, it is known that asymmetry in 
traders' conjecture-making behavior causes price-rigidity. However, what causes 
such asymmetry has not yet been studied. We demonstrate that a quantity con-

jecture function, which represents the trader's conjecture-making behavior con-
cerning quantities, has an intrinsic kinkedness when he forecasts his quantity 
constraints based on his market share.

1. INTRODUCTION

 In a market where an agent has to explore his trading possibilities, he may con-
sider that the market's response to a change in his behavior depends upon the 
direction of that change or that a slight change in the market state causes a drastic 
change in the outcome of his behavior. Such a perception is characterized by 
kinks in the agent's subjective excess demand functions, and it is argued that the 
existence of kinks in this sense significantly affects the performance of the  market.' 
In the studies of quantity-constrained equilibrium models by Negishi (1979) and 
Hahn (1978), the kink is considered to cause quantity-adjustment rather than 

price-adjustment in a competitive price system.2 However, what causes the kink 
has not been studied. The purpose of this paper is to identify a type of quantity-
constrained perception which gives rise to kinkedness of the subjective excess 
demand function. 

 The quantity-constrained perception to be considered here is characterized by 
two features. First, for each good an agent receives quantity signals as well as a

 * This paper is based on parts of the author's Ph . D. dissertation submitted to the University 

of Minnesota, The author wishes to thank Professors Leonid Hurwicz, Takatoshi Ita, Kazuo 
Sate, and Makoto Yano for encouragement and inspiring suggestions. He also wishes to thank 
Peter Stix for reading the manuscript, The responsibility for any errors remains with the author. 
Financial support of the Research Council of Rutgers University is gratefully acknowledged. 

 1 In the study of imperfect competition , Sweezy (1939) originates the notion of kinkedness in a 
subjective demand curve. See Negishi (1979). 

2 For a survey of the literature , see Negishi (1979), Benassy (1982), and Ita (1985). Dreze 
(1975), Benassy (1975), and Youngs (1975) introduce the notion of quantity-constrained equili-
brium in terms of a rationing scheme with the fixed-price assumption. As for models of quantity-

constrained equilibrium with a game theoretical framework, see Bohm-Levine (1979) and Helter-Starr

 (1979).
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38  TAKANOBU  IKEDA

price signal. Using the set of signals, the agent forecasts the actual trading price 
and the quantity constraints, which are the upper and lower limits of possible trade. 

Quantity constraints are described by forecast functions, which can take either 
finite or infinite values. When the values of a trader's forecast functions for a 

good are always plus and minus infinity, we say that the agent has perfect com-
petitive perception. Otherwise, an agent has the trade-limit perception. 

 Secondly, an agent believes that trading an amount beyond the constraints is 
costly. This belief is called quantity-constrained conjecture and is described by 
a conjecture function. The cost may be prohibitive or may change gradually 
according to the difference between the desired amount and the limit. 

 When an agent has the forecasts and conjecture described above, we say that the 
agent has quantity-constrained perception. It is obvious that the behavior of 
an agent with perfect competitive perception is identical with that of a price-taker 
in textbooks. Thus the notion of quantity-constrained perception is a generaliza-
tion of price-taking behavior. 

 The motivation behind the generalization is as follows : It is often argued that 
in a partially monopolistic market the group of small firms compete for the re-
maining market share at the price set by the monopolist. Such behavior may be 
conceivable in a market only with small traders. A tiny trader knows that he does 
not have the power to be the leader in price competition and tries to protect his 
market share. Or he may try to expand the share though he may win little. 
The market for such a trader may consist of himself and all the other traders. The 
trader may imagine that all the other traders form a coalition implicitly and 
behave like a monopolist. Thus he may behave like a small firm in a partially 
monopolistic market. The notion of quantity-constrained perception describes 
behavior of a trader who is a price-taker and is conscious of his market share. 

 It is known that the conjecture function considered by Negishi and Hahn may 
or may not have kinks.' To compare our result with theirs, we decompose a 
conjecture function into price conjecture functions and quantity conjecture func-
tions. A price conjecture function describes a trader's conjecture of the actual 
trading price of a good. His conjectured amount of trade of a good is given by 
a quantity conjecture function. The conjecture function studied by Negishi and 
Hahn is a price conjecture function in this paper. When it is conjectured that the 
cost of trading an amount beyond the constraints changes gradually, the price 
conjecture function is smooth and does not have any kink. 

 Our main result is that a quantity conjecture function always has kinks even if

3 Hahn (1978) did not refer to the role of kinkedness of the conjecture function . It was Gale 

(1978) who showed, in Hahn's model, that if conjecture functions are smooth, then equilibria 
are necessarily Walrasian; but if the conjecture functions are kinked, then there exist non-
Walrasian equilibria. To be more precise, existence of kinkedness itself is not sufficient for 
existence of non-Walrasian (or Keynesian) equilibria, as Negishi (1979) noted in his theory of 
a firm in Chapters 6 and 7. Trujillo (1980) introduces the notion of sufficiently kinked. For 
details, see Trujillo (1980) and Ikeda (1984).
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the conjectured cost of trading an amount beyond the constraints changes smooth-
ly. The difference comes from the types of quantity-constrained perception. A 

price conjecture function embodies a type of quantity-constrained perception that 
a change in an agent's behavior may change the market's response. On the other 
hand, a quantity conjecture function describes a perception that the same behavior 
on the part of the agent may bring different amounts of trade depending on the 
market state. We show that the latter type of quantity-constrained perception 
indeed causes intrinsic kinks in the conjecture  function.4 

 The organization of this paper is as follows: In section 2 we present our notation, 
assumptions, and the class of mechanisms to be considered for pure-exchange 
economies. In section 3 we show the uniqueness and smoothness of the conjec-
ture function of quantity-constrained Walrasian mechanisms. In section 4 we 
characterized the conjecture function of quantity-constrained non-Walrasian 
mechanism in terms of kinkedness. All proofs are given in the appendix.

2. A QUANTITY-CONSTRAINED MECHANISM FOR A 

         PURE-EXCHANGE ECONOMY

(2.1.) A Class of Environments, E 
 We consider a pure-exchange economy consisting of n persons (N={1, 2, • • •, n}) 

trading in 1 goods (L={1, 2, • • • , 1}) and "money" (subscripted 0) which differs 
from goods in that no agent perceives any quantity constraints on money. Al-
though we consider one period, it is one period in a multiperiod situation. So 
money is a store of wealth in an uncertain world and is in the utility function. 
El is the set of consumer i's characteristics. Its generic element is el={Ci, ui, wt}, 
where Ci is his consumption set, ui: Ci -+ R is the utility function, and cvz=(mo, 
mi, • • •, col) is his initial endowment. Let E=f k9N Ek be the set of environments.

(2.2) A Class of General Exchange Processes, H 
 In this subsection we present a class of general exchange processes which includes 

the Walrasian mechanism as a special case. In the Walrasian mechanism each 
agent believes that he can trade as much as he wants at the prevailing prices, re-

gardless of other agents' excess demands. Such perception is called perfect com-
petitive behavior or perception. It is the perfect competitive perception that 
makes the Walrasian mechanism bring the harmony between agents self-interest 
seeking behaviors and socially desired goals like efficiency and full-employment. 
On the other hand, it is known that the Walrasian mechanism does not provide

4 Ikeda (1984 , 1985) shows that a mechanism with non-manipulable quantity-constrained con-

jectures and trade-limit perceptions always generates non-Walrasian performance. Thus, the 
existence of kinkedness implies non-Walrasian performance, and in particular price-rigidity.
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agents with enough incentives to take perfect competitive  perception.' Thus 
from the viewpoint of a descriptive analysis, it is plausible to regard that an agent 
may or may not have perfect competitive perception. 

 We keep all the characteristics of the Walrasian mechanism, but exclude perfect 
competitive perception. Consumer i emits his message mi=(mi, m2, • • •, mi)E 
Mi concerning his desired net-trade of goods except money. Let M=fJjEN Mi 
and me M. As in the Arrow-Debreu model, the existence of an auctioneer is 
assumed to make the mechanism embody the law of demand and supply : namely 
the prices are adjusted according to the aggregate excess demands. The auctioneer 
announces the price of money, po=1, and the price vector p=(pl, • • •, pl)EM°. 
Thus, every agent observes the current message vector (p, m). We assume: 

Assumption 1 (A.1) 
M°=R'f.={pER'Ip;>0} and for every IEN, Mi=R'. 

 Observing the current messages sent by other agents, consumer i makes a con-
jecture concerning his possible net-trades. The conjecture is described by his 
conjecture functionhi:M° xM-+RI+1.6Let zi ER'+1 be a conjectured net-trade 
vector, where z' =(4, • • •, zi). Then hi(p, m)=z1. For each good, consumer 
i makes a conjecture with respect to the volume and price of net-trade which he 
expects to be realized. His conjecture concerning the volume of goods is given by 
a quantity conjecture function vector Xi = (X i, • • • , Xi), where X : M; --> R, 
m;=(m;, • • •, m7)EM;=rjk-l M; and z=X(m;) for jEL. Each quantity con-
jecture function represents the volume of the good he expects to trade. Consumer 
i also makes the conjecture concerning the price vector he expects to be the actual 
trading price vector when he observes the current message vector. The price 
vector he expects is given by a price conjecture function vector Pi=(Pi, • • •, Pi), 
where P : M; x M; R++ and p =P (pa, m;). For convenience, we use m(i)= 
(m1' . . ., mi-l' mi+1' ..., m'z)EM(i)=JJk#t Mk and m;(i)EM;(i). 

 The most essential feature of a price system for a pure-exchange economy is that 
each consumer must satisfy the budget constraint. Thus, we assume: 

Assumption 2 (A.2) 
 For every IEN, 4+E;ELp z;=0. 

 By (A.2), hi(p, m)=(—Ej;EL PM, ml)X:(ins), Xi(ml), ..., Xa(mt))• 
 In order to interpret his message vector as his excess demand vector, we assume 

that an agent believes that he will obtain as much as his desired quantity whenever 
the sum of all agents desired quantities is zero. 

Assumption 3 (A.3) 
 For every i EN and every j EL, X(ma)=m if EkEN r4=0.

5 This is known as the incentive compatibility problem . See Hurwicz (1972). 
 6 A conjecture function in this paper is called an outcome function in both the literature of 

game theory and the study of resource allocation mechanisms.
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 Since we are interested in the form of conjecture function, a description of the 
agents behavior is brief. Every consumer is assumed to maximize his utility in 
the Nash way, where  vi(p, m)=uiohi(p, m) is consumer i's objective function. 
The auctioneer is assumed to follow a behavior rule which represents the law of 
demand and supply. A natural equilibrium concept is the Nash equilibrium con-
cept. So we define : 

Definition 1 (D.1) 
 An equilibrium is (p*, m*) E M° x M such that 

 (a) for every IEN, hi(p*, m*)EFI and 
vi(P*, m*)?vAP*, m*(i), mi) 

     for all miESi(P*, m*(i))={m2EMZjwi-I-hi(P*, m(i)*, mi)ECi}; 
 (b) EiEN m*=0 for every j EL; and 

 (c) P (p7 , m;) =p; for every i EN and every j E L. 

Condition (a) requires that for every consumer i, the equilibrium net trade, 
    m*), is feasible and his equilibrium message is a solution of his utility maxi-

mization problem when (p*, m*(i)) is given. Condition (b) requires that p* is 

given according to the law of demand and supply. Finally, condition (c) requires 
that at an equilibrium, "one-good, one-price" holds : prices conjectured by con-
sumers are all equal. 

 We denote by ,u(e) the set of equilibria for an environment e. We call u : E --~ 
M° x M the equilibrium correspondence. We assume that the actual trade takes 

place only at an equilibrium. In this way, we have introduced the three most 
fundamental assumptions which characterize a tatonnement process, (A.l)—(A.3), 
into Hurwicz's resource allocation mechanism framework.'

Definition 2 (D.2) 
 We call n={,u, M° x M, (hi)IEN} a general exchange process if (A.1)—(A.3) are 

satisfied. We denote the class of general exchange processes by H. 

 A general exchange process is a tatonnement process without the specification 
of the form of the conjecture function. Of course, this class H includes the 
Walrasian mechanism in which (a) all agents price conjectures are identical with 
the prices called by the auctioneer; and (b) every agent believes that he can obtain 
more of the good by sending a larger message regardless of other agents messages. 
At the same time, this class H is broad enough to include a variety of non-Walrasian 
mechanisms.

Definition 3 (D.3) 
 (i) We say that r is Walrasian, i.e., 2r E H w, when, for every i EN and every 

jEL, P (p;, m;)=p5 for all (p;, ma) EM°jxM; and X(, m;(i)): M -÷ R is 
strictly increasing for all m;(i)EM;(i). 

   As for the framework of the study of a resource allocation mechanism, see Hurwicz (1976) 
and (1979).
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(il) We say that  r is non- Walrasian, i.e., 7r EH w, when r Hg'.

(2.3) A Class of Quantity-Constrained Exchange Process, HQ c(C 17) 
  We make a conjecture function embody quantity-constrained behavior and 

obtain the class of quantity-constrained exchange processes. It is a subclass of 

general exchange processes constructed in the previous subsection. A quantity 
conjecture function embodies absolute or non-manipulable quantity-constrained 
behavior such that a consumer's expected net-trade must be between the limits. 
On the other hand, a price conjecture function embodies relative or manipulable 
quantity-constrained perception such that if he wants to trade an amount beyond 
these limits, then he expects the actual trading price must be higher and lower 
than the prevailing one when he is buying and selling, respectively. Thus, the 
limits on net-trade work differently for quantity and price conjecture functions . 
This difference causes different answers to our question: Does quantity-constrained 
behavior make the conjecture function kinked? So we distinguish limits for a 

quantity conjecture function from a price conjecture function. We call the former 
the trade-limit vector of good j (lsi'=0+, (3i!), where 84 and Rt! are the upper 
and lower trade-limits, respectively). We call the latter the quantity signal vector 
of good] (ti =(r+, rit ), where r+ and rig are the upper and lower quantity signals, 
respectively). 
 Both quantity and price conjecture functions are a composite of a perception 

function and a pair of forecast functions. For each conjecture function, we first 
describe by a perception function how the limits restrict a consumer's trading 

possibilities. Then we introduce forecast functions by which a consumer pre-
dicts upper and lower limits. Following this order, we introduce a quantity con-

jecture function first, and then a price conjecture function. 
 Consumer i feels that a trade-limit vector of good j is absolute; therefore, he 

cannot trade any amount beyond these limits no matter how much he wants to 
trade. This perception is described by consumer i's quantity perception function 
for good j -+ G22l: R x R+ x R°° --> R. 

Definition 4 (D.4) 
 G is a class of quantity perception functions such that ((3+, (3'1) restricts the form 

of G; only in the following way:

(i) 

(il) 

(iii)

Figures l and 2 show the curve for the function GX 
vector is given. Condition (il) requires that his  
the trade-limits, 
can be his

  R x R+xR°'-~R is continuous; 

       (3~')=lsif mi<~i;<0 • and 

GI( •,~3+isti~):M-~R is a strictly increasing function ofmif(3z~<m< 

and2showthecurveforthefunctionGX•,(3+,(3zi) when the trade-limit 
given.Condition(il)requiresthathispected net-trade is restricted by 
Aimits,whilecondition(iii)requiresthatany amount between the limits 
snet-trade.The  __________feels    __a_in order  to realize an amount beyond
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the trade-limits as his net-trade, he has to pay prohibitive costs. We assume: 

Assumption 4 (A.4) 
 For every i E N and every j EL, GE G. 

  Trade-limits are subjective limits which consumer i forecasts based on the current 
messages concerning net-trade of good j. His forecasting activity of a trade-limit 
vector is described by the forecast function vector (f +, f.). f + : M;(i) —^ R+ and 
ft?: M;(i) —> R°° are, respectively, consumer i's forecast functions of the upper 
and lower trade-limits of good j, where M;(i)=ilk*, M, and R+=R+U{-boo}
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and  R°°=R_U{—00} are extended real half-lines. Then PA/n;(0= 13V  and 

f (m;(i))=j9'. Now we assume: 

Assumption 5 (A.5) 
  For every i EN and every j E L, consumer i's quantity conjecture function for 

good j, namely X}, is of the form: 

       X}(m;)=G}(m},f +(m;(i)), f i?(m;(i))) for all m; EM; . 

 Assumption (A.5) requires a quantity conjecture function Xi to be a composite 
of a quantity perception function and a forecast function pair. Thus, consumer 
i forecasts the trade-limits and is constrained absolutely by the trade-limits. 

 Now let us introduce a price conjecture function, by which a consumer's net-
trade is constrained by the quantity signals. As we did for a quantity conjecture 
function, we first introduce a perception function. We call K): R+ x M x R+ x 
R°° -+ R+ consumer i's price perception function for good j. 

Definition 5 (D.5) 
 K is a class of price perception functions such that (p;, r+ , rim restricts the form 

of K only in the following way: 

 (i) 1(12::  R+ x R x R+ x R`° -+ R+ is constinuous; 
 (il) Kj(P5, m}, ri4 i' if z, <mz < z, • and 

 (iii) K}(p;, r+, TY'): R -* R+ is a strictly increasing function of m} for 
all pEM° if either m}>r+ or m}<ri'. 

See Figure 3 and 4 for the curve of the function K(p;, •, r+, ri') when (p;, r+, 
ti) is given. Condition (il) requires that as long as his message is within the 
quantity signals, he can trade the value of quantity conjecture functions at the

 K;(P,,.,y+,y`-`)

y"=0 Y+

 m'  i

Fig. 3.
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prevailing price  pl. Condition (iii) requires that if his message is beyond these 
quantity signals, then consumer i believes that he should offer his personal price 
p; which should be higher (lower) than the prevailing price if his message is greater 
(smaller) than the upper (lower) quantity signal. This part of consumer i's per-
ception truncates the set of his net trades of good j in terms of the price. We 
assume:

Assumption 6 (A.6) 
 For every i EN and every j E L, KjEK. 

 Now we introduce forecast functions of quantity signals of good j. Consumer 
i forecasts the upper and lower quantity signals by the forecast functions 

(g+: M;(i) -+ R+ and gig: M;(i) --> R°°, respectively). Then, g+(m;(i))=r+ and 
g.il(m;(i))=rij. Now, we assume: 

Assumption (A.7) 
 For every i E N and j EL, consumer i's price conjecture function for good j, 

namely 11,  is of the form: 

P,(P„ m,)=K;(P5, mi, g+(m;(i)), gr(m,(i))) 

for all p; E M; and m; E M;. 

 Assumption (A.7) requires a price conjecture function P to be a composite of 
a perception function and a forecast function pair. In this way, a price conjecture 
function embodies manipulable quantity-constrained perception so that if a con-
sumer wants to trade beyond the quantity signals, then he might be able to do so 
by offering his price. 

  Consumer i forecasts his trade-limit vector (13+, (3'1) and quantity signal vector 
(r+~ rz') for good j by the forecast functions fzj=(f+, f i?) and g'1=(0, gi'), re-
spectively. We assume that these forecast functions belong to the common class
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of functions denoted by  P; that is. 

P={f2i fz': M;(i) -+ R+xR'°}={gut : M;(i) -+ R+xR`.} 

We will assume that this has the following partition. To save us from repetition, 
we state Assumption 8 in terms of the forecast function of the trade-limits, f". 

Assumption 8 (A.8) 

P=pPc pTL 

where: 

 (a) PP c is the class of forecast functions f z; : M;(i) -4 R+ x R: such that f i; _ 
(f ?, f!1) represents perfect competitive perception: 

f+(m;(i))=-}-00 and lis(m;(i))=—co for all m;(i)EM;(i) ; and 

 (b) PT L is the class of forecast functions fl; M; x R°° such that f 
(f +, f il) represents trade-limit perception: 

 (i) f+(m;(i))<-{-00 and f !Ain ;(i))>—00 for all m;(i)EM;(i); 
 (il) f+(m MD= 0 if L 1 m;>0 and f!(m;(i))=0 if E8*i m;<_0; 

 (iii) f ;(i))<—E8$,m;<f+(m;(i)) for all m;(i)EM;(i); and 
 (iv) f + : M;(i) - R+ and f M;(i) --> R'° are continuous. 

 The most important difference between PP c and PT L is that the forecast functions 
take as their values infinity or finite real numbers, respectively. As for f a, in PTL, 
see Figures 5 and 6. 

 An agent who has quantity-constrained perception must want to forecast trade-
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limits which will sensitively reflect the market situation . A forecast function 
pair in PP C is completly insensitive, because it does not let the agent know what 
is happening in the market. A forecast function pair in PT L is slightly more 
sensitive. The sensitivity of forecast functions depends on the volume of com-
munication a consumer has in the market. The volume is determined by the ex-
isting communication network or the agent's market share. The agent achieves 
the market share through his past trading activities. In other words, the existing 
communication network is a capital good, and the volume of communication is 
the amount of the capital service. Since an agent in a competitive market is 
small, his market share is also small. But, an agent may perceive that his market 
share is at least as large as the minimum one; that is, of a trader who is ranked 
last in a queing system. This requires condition (iii) above, which states that the 
excess demand aggregated over all except for the consumer with the opposite 
sign is always the consumer's possible trade. When the market , excluding a con-
sumer, is in excess demand (or supply), the consumer sees no possibility of buying 

(or selling) the good. This is condition (il) above. 
 By adding the features of quantity-constrained behavior, (A.4)—(A.8), to the 

class of general exchange processes, we obtain a class of quantity-constrained 
exchange processes. In a mechanism of this class, consumer i's set of feasible 
allocations is always a subset of his (Walrasian) budget set. This is why we call 
this type of conjecture quantity-constrained behavior, in contrast with price-
taking behavior. 

Definition 6 (D.6) 
 A mechanism 7r is called a quantity-constrained exchange process, i.e., ;r E II Q c, 

if 7r E n and (A.4)—(A.8) are satisfied.
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 We noted that a quantity conjecture function embodies non-manipulable 

quantity-constrained behavior, while a price conjecture function embodies mani-
pulable quantity-constrained behavior. We will study how this difference causes 
the contrast of answers to the  question: Does quantity-constrained behavior make 
the conjecture function kinked? So it is convenient to name the special cases. 

Definition 7 (D.7) 
 A quantity-constrained mechanism r is of the quantity type, i.e., n E II Q c, if 

n E /7Q c and, for all i EN and all j E L, g' E PP c.8 

 This is, each consumer has perfectly competitive perceptions with respect to the 

prices of all goods. So, studying a non-manipulable quantity-constrained 
mechanism or studying quantity conjecture functions of a mechanism n E lie c is 
equivalent to the study of a mechanism irEliQc• 

Definition 8 (D.8) 
 A quantity-constrained mechanism 7 is of the price type, i.e., r E liac, if 7r E HQ c 

and, for all i E N and all j E L, f a; E PP C.9 

 That is, each consumer has perfectly competitive perception with respect to his 
net-trade of all goods. For the study of a manipulable quantity-constrained 
mechanism or the study of price conjecture functions of n E HQ c, we focus on the 
study of a mechanism rElif2c. This is the advantage gained from the introduc-
tion of these special cases.

      3. THE CLASS OF QUANTITY-CONSTRAINED WALRASIAN MECHANISMS 

 In this section, we show that the class lliK of quantity-constrained Walrasian 
mechanisms is a singleton set, and that its conjecture function is continuously 
differentiable. These results are not surprising. However, they raise interesting 
questions: Is the Walrasian mechanism unique as a mechanism which achieves 
the Walrasian performance? Is continuous differentiability of conjecture functions 
a necessary condition for Walrasian performance ?lo 

 A class of general exchange processes is defined without specifying the forms of 
conjecture functions. Our definition of a Walrasian mechanism is, therefore, 
quite general and is consistent with a variety of forms of conjecture functions. 
However, since the form of conjecture functions is given by perception functions, 
consumers' perfectly competitive perceptions single out the form of the conjecture

 8 An agent's set of feasible net-trades in a quantity-constrained mechanism of the quantity 

type is the same as that in Dreze (1975). 
a A price conjecture function in this mechanism restricts an agent's net-trade in the same way 

that it does in Hahn's model. In Hahn (1979), quantity constraints are signals from the market, 
while, in this paper, they are forecasted by agents. 

10 The importance of the Walrasian mechanism comes from the fact that it realizes a Walrasian 

allocation (that is, a Pareto optimal and full-employment allocation) at an equilibrium.
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functions. The unique form is exactly the description of a perfect competitor's 
behavior: price-taking behavior or the perfect elasticity of his subjective demand 
curve.

Lemma 1 

 (i) If  irEiiQC, then for all i EN and all jEL, X(m)=m for all (p;, m;)E 

 (il) If irEliQC, then for all IEN and all j EL, P;(13 m;)=p; for all (p;, ml)E 
Max M;. 

 (iii) If irElii,C, then for all i EN and all jEL, 111,,,ins)-----pl  and X (m;)=m 
     for all ((p;, m;)EM; x M;. Thus, the class liQc is a singleton set. 

Proof 
 See Appendix. 

 As a corollary of this lemma, we obtain a necessary condition for a quantity-
constrained Walrasian mechanism. 

Theorem 1 
 If itE , then h=(llglEN: M° x M —> Rncl+1' is continuously differentiable. 

Proof 
 See Appendix. 

 Gale (1978) shows that Hahn's conjectural equilibrium model, a non-Walrasian 
mechanism, yields only Walrasian equilibria if conjecture functions are differenti-
able. His result invites us to explore the degree or the type of smoothness of con-
jecture functions that is compatible with quantity-constrained non-Walrasian 
performance.

    4. THE CLASS OF QUANTITY-CONSTRAINED NON-WALRASIAN MECHANISMS 

 Knowing that the conjecture function of the quantity-constrained Walrasian 
mechanism is continuously differentiable, our question is whether one can charac-
terize the conjecture function h of a quantity-constrained non-Walrasian mechan-
ism in terms of (non-)differentiability. In other words, does a conjecture func-
tion have kinks of any kind intrinsically, if the forecast functions are of the class 
PT L ? We show a keen contrast of answers to this question, depending on which, 
a quantity or a price, conjecture function is considered. 

 The kinkedness of a forecast function arises from two conditions in (A.8-b) : 
(il) the sum of all the other consumers' messages with the opposite sign is always 
a credible trade-offer; and (iii) whenever the sum with the opposite sign is negative 
(respectively, positive), the upper limit (the lower limit) is zero. (See Figures 5 
and 6)." 

11 Note that either the upper or the lower limit is zero . In figures, we use the case in which the 
lower limit is zero; that is, agent i's "market" is a seller of good j.
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Lemma 2 
 If  f  i  e  PT  L, then f + and f i; are non-differentiable with respect to m;, s � i at 

m;(i) when Ek#i m =0. Similarly, if gay EPT L, then g+ and gig are non-differenti-
able with respect to m;, ski, at m;(i) when Ek#i m;=0. 

Proof 
 See Appendix. 

 The assumptions which cause the kinkedness of a forecast function seem funda-
mental in the context of quantity-constrained behavior. The most essential con-
dition is (iii) : only when the "market," which consists of all other consumers, 
wants to trade with the consumer, can the consumer trade. Since this condition 
causes such a big kink, one might expect that non-existence of cross-derivatives of 
a conjecture function is an intrinsic property of the quantity-constrained behavior. 
From now on, we examine this surmise. 

 A consumer's conjecture function is constructed with factor functions, i.e., price 
and quantity conjecture functions. So we will examine factor functions separate-
ly; first we will examine a quantity conjecture function and then consider a price 
conjecture function. 

 Example 1 is a quantity conjecture function which has its own-derivatives but 
not cross-derivatives.

Example 1 

  Let 

A+if 0<3+<m; 
        G}(m},AV,P)=N(m;, ~3+, ~3z')if Ni'Cmis_j3 

Ailif m; </3L1 <0 , 

where 

N;(m}, j3+, Ai')=[(Al, —(311)/2] sin [(7r/2){m;—(13+—AL0/2}/{(p —jsi')/2}] 

+(A++Ai')/2 . 

 We note that 

N; is ofC' class , 

            N(N+,fi,4sZ'\=Ail , N(N2', Ail, Ni')—Ni', 

(aN;lam,)(13+, a+, Ai')=(anamiMi', j3+, /3!)=0 , 

and 

(aN /am;)(m;, (3+, fsz')>0 if pit<m <p+ . 

Then it is easily seen that GijE G. Set X;(m;)=G;(m;, f + (m;(i)), f !(m;(i))) for 
all mi e Ms. The smoothness of G; implies existence everywhere of own-deriva-
tives of the quantity conjecture function. At the same time, the kinkedness of 
f2,.:1 and f i' generates the non-existence of cross-derivatives of this quantity con-
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R31

                                 Fig. 7. 

jecture function when  Ek#i m; =0.12 
 We can transform the kinked curve in Figure 1 to the smooth curve in Figure 2 
without violating any assumptions of a quantity-constrained mechanism. How-
ever, any quantity perception function cannot cancel the kinkedness of forecast 
functions shown in Lemma 2. Thus, no quantity conjecture functions has cross-
derivatives at m; when Ek,, m; =0. (See Figure 7.)

Theorem 2 
 If 2r E HQ a and P E PT L, then (aX /am;)(m;), i � s, does not exist at m; when 

Ekoz m; =0.

Proof 
 See Appendix. 

 This theorem provides a characterization of a quantity-constrained non-
Walrasian mechanism of the quantity type: the consumer who has the trade-limit 
perception has a conjecture function the cross-derivatives of which do not exist. 
Thus, for a mechanism of the quantity type, existence or non-existence of cross-
derivatives informs us of the type of mechanism. Since we know the performance 
of the mechanism is non-Walrasian when cross-derivatives of its conjecture func-
tion do not exist, their non-existence also informs us of the type of its performance . 

 Now, we examine a price conjecture function. In example 2, we show the ex-
istence of a price perception function which cancels the kinkedness of forecast 

12 Note that if a perception function Gt is kinked, we can pair various forms of forecast func-
tions with the perception function. However, if a perception function Gt is smooth, then the 
set of forecast functions is a singleton set. See Figure 6 for the form of the forecast function. 
For the proof of this result, see Ikeda (1984).
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functions. As a result, there is a continuously differentiable price conjecture 
function.

Example 2 

 Let

                   +he (m;-T+)/m;)H(m;)                p
; 

K,(p„ m;, r+, r!)= p~ 

 ph  -Ti_j)/mi)H(mil)

where H(m)=e(m4)2-1 and

if m>r+ >0 

ifi;<mi<i;   r-;r+ 

if m;<r;<0 ,

                                                                    -1/t2 

       h(t)f(t)/{f(t)-r-f(1—t)} and f(t)={0 if t<_0. 
(It is well known that f(t) is of C°° class; so is h(t).) One can show that K; EK; 
furthermore K; is continuously differentiable with respect to (mi, r+, ri'). By 
setting 

P;(p;, m;)=K;(p;, m, g+(m;(i)), gti'(m;(i))) for all pEM° and m;EM; , 

one obtains a price conjecture function which has its own-derivatives everywhere. 
It is easily seen that K; is constructed so as to cancel out the kinkedness of gig. So, 
the price conjecture function has cross-derivatives everywhere. Furthermore, 
one can show that these derivatives are continuous everywhere. Thus, this price 
conjecture function is continuously differentiable even if gr; EPTL 

 In spite of big kinks in forecast functions, there may not be any kinks in a price 
conjecture function. In this sense, a quantity-constrained mechanism of the 

price type does not have any intrinsic kinkedness. Hence, in addition to the 
existence of consumers with trade-limit perceptions, a condition which causes 
kinks in price conjecture functions is required for a quantity-constrained mecha-
nism of the price type to yield non-Walrasian performance. 

 The difference of the results between quantity and price conjecture functions 
comes from the difference of quantity-constrained perception these conjecture 
functions embody. A quantity conjecture function embodies non-manipulable 
quantity-constrained behavior through a quantity perception function, while a 
price conjecture function embodies manipulable quantity-constrained behavior 
through a price perception function. A consumer takes non-manipulable quantity-
constrained behavior because he feels that developing new communication channels 
or trading partnerships is impossible in the short-run. On the other hand, a 
consumer with manipulable quantity-constrained behavior perceives that such 
development is possible although it may cost very much. 

 Which approach, non-manipulable or manipulable, is more reasonable? We 
consider the following analogy. A consumer's communication network is a 
capital good, and the volume of communication is the capital service. Since the 
existing communication network is the result of trading activities in the past,
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today's trading activity is the investment. Since today's investment does not 
affect today's capital service, we argue that non-manipulable quantity-constrained 
behavior is more reasonable and robust in the circumstance considered here. 
From this viewpoint, we conclude that quantity-constrained behavior does make 
the conjecture function kinked. 

Appendix  : The Results and Proofs 

Proposition 1 
  Let 77 E II Q C . Then, 

  (i) 7r E 11 QC if and only if for all i EN and all j E L, f i E PP C and gi' E PP ° ; and 
  (il) 7r E II e c if and only if there exist i EN and /EL  such that either f ij E PT 

       or gij E PT L. 

Proof 
  Assume that for all i E N and all j E L, f i; E PP C and gij E PP °. Then for every 
IEN and jEL, 

g+(m;(i))=+00 and g?j(m;(i))=_00 f
or all m()aEMi)       f+(

mi(i))=±00 and fi'(m;(i))=-oo~j( 

  Since irEIIQC, for every IEN and jEL, 

P (p;, m;)=p; for all (p;, in)EMS x Ms 
amd 

X (. , m,(i)) : M -* R is strictly increasing . 

 Hence, tr E 11 QC . 
  For the converse, follow the above argument backward. Thus, we have shown 

(i). 
 (il) follows from (i) by (A.10).Q.E.D. 

Lemma 1 

 (i) If 7r E 14c, then for all i EN and all j EL, X (m;) =m for all (p;, m;) E 

 (il) If it E ffq,c2c, then for all i EN and all j EL, lip;, m;) =p; for all (pi, m;) E 
McixM;. 
 (iii) If r E II QC, then for all i EN and all j E L, P(p;, m;) =p; and X(m;)=m 

     for all (p;, m;) E M; x M;. 

Proof 

 (i) By the definition of a mechanism of the price type, for all i EN and all 
j E L, f i' E PP C, that is, f + (m; (i))= + 00 and f 'Am ; (i)) _ — 00 for all m; (i) 
M,(i). Since 7r E 17Q C, by (A.7), 

X;(ml)=G,((Y;(m;),f+OnJ(i)),f z'(m;(i))) 
= G;(a;(m;), + co, — co) for all m; EM; .
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                           if<m; (*)G(m,,13+,lsLo== {Pi4i;i'                               if<i;  ~-lm;—(~- 

First, consider m;=0. Notice that f+(m;(0)fij(m;(0)=0 for all m;(i)EM;(i). 
Since m;=43+ or m;=i3i?, X;(m;)=G;(0, f+(m;(i)), f'Am ;( M=0 for all m;WE 
MAi). Hence, aXyam;(0, m;(0)=0, so axyam; exists at m;=(0, mAi)) where 
Ek#i m; =0. 

 Now, fix m;= p>0. Since f a, E PT L, f +(m;(i)) f ij(mAO=0, if Ek$i m; =0. 
So by (*) above, at (m;, m;(i))=(p, m;(0) where E k$i m; =0, acva(3+(p, 0, 0)=1. 
Since a (m;)=m;=p>0, G;(p, 0, (3i9)=0 for allsi: by (*). So 

aG; (
p, 0, 0)=0 . i, 

As shown in Lemma 2, at mAi) where Ek$i m; =09 

                                    aa         of+(
m;(i,s),me)—1,fa(ink, s), m;)S—1     a

m;_'am; + 

and 

   aaZ,az, 
         m8(mm, s), m;)=0 ,am8_(mi(i, s)' m;)=0 .   ,+9 

Since for all m;(i) with Ek#i m; 50, f i?(m;(i))=0, 

      am8_(p'mj(i,s),m;)=aG;(p, 0, 0)-7,-7(m~(i,s), m;)<1 .               ~++,_ 

On the other hand, at (m;, m;(i)) with Ek*i 

                  aX= 
am; +(p, m;(i, s), m;)=0 

because GX,o, 0, (3ij)=0 for all (3i? so X (p, m;(0)=0 for all m;(i) with Ek*i 
 Hence, 

 il 

          ain't(p9           ,m .(i, s),m;)—1 <0 =aX8(p, m;(i, s), m;) .   -,+ 

Similarly, for m;= — p <0, 

al          n...83(—p,m;(i,s),m;)S—1 <0=am8(p,m;(i,s),m;) . 
  ,-,+ 

Hence, 

i am;-----(m;,m;(i, s), m;) 

does not exist when Ek#i m; =0.Q.E.D. 

                                             New Jersey Hall 

                                               Rutgers University
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